
ffi* Consider the three forms of a quadratic function: flx) : a(x - txlz * ft {standard form),
f(xl: axz +bxl c, (generalform) andf(x): a(x- xrllx - xr) (factoredform).

For each given form, determine the two other forms.

.*] flx) : Tlx - 1)2 - g

f(x) = 2* - 4x- 6 (general form)
f(x) = 2(x + 7)(x - 3) (factored form)

b} f(rl : x2 *l1x + 16
f(x) = (x- 5)2 -9 (standard form)
f(x)=(x-2)(x-8) (factored form)

flxl :2(x - 1){x - 5)
f(x) = ztP - 12x + 7O (general form)

fll{: f(x):4x2*8x*3
f(x)=4(x-tf-1 (standard form)

f@ = s(*- *)[' - |') tt"n"red form) f(x)=2(x-3F-I (standsrd form)

ACfnVttTV Z Finding the rule - Giuen the zeros and a point

The parabola on the right has t\vo zeros: - I and 2 andpasses through the
point P(3,2).

The quadratic function represented by this parabola has the rule:

! : a(x * xrlk - xr) (factored form).
Use the following procedure to determine the factored form of the ru1e.

1 . ldentify x, and xr. xt=-7andx"=t

2. Determine a knolving the coordinates of the point {3, 2) verifu the rule.
Wehaoe: 9=a(x+7)(x-2)

2=a(3+7)(3-2)
2=4o

7a =-2

3. what is therefore the factored form of the rule7 u = +& + 1)(x - 2)

4. What is the general form?
v=7x"-L*-I"22

FINDING THE RUIE - GIUEN THE ZEROS AND A POINT

y :alx-x,\(x-xrl

$, Identify the zeros x, and xr.

Determine a after replacing x
and y in the rule by the
coordinates of the point P.

Deduce the rule of the
function.
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w
Find the rule, in general form, of each of the following quadratic functions.

e} A function with -5 andZ as zeros and passing through the poirrt P(3, 16].
y=2*+6x-2O

b3 A function rvith -3 and -1 as zeros and an initial value of -6.
y=-2*-8x-6

e] A function with the unique zero -Z and passing through the point P(-1, 3J.
y=3*+12x+12

S3 A function r,vith the vertex V[-1, 4) and passing through the point P(2, -5).
v=-*-2x+3

*: A function with the vertex (1, -8) and one of the zeros equal to 3.

Y=2*-4x-6
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What is the vertex of the parabola that has -2 and 4 for zeros and passes through the point
A(5, 2 I )?

v = 3(x + 2)(x - 4); V(1, -27)

A parabola with zeros -l and 3 passes through the point A[2, 6). What is the y-coordinate of
the point B on the parabola that has an x-coordinate of 4?

y = -2(x + 7)(x - 3); B(4, -7O). The y-coordinate of point B is -14.

A parabola with zeros -3 and 4 passes through the point A (2, -2A) .What are the points on this
parabola that have a y-coordinate equal to 16?

y = 2(x + 3)(x - 4); Pt(-4, 76) and P26, 16)

What is the y-intercept of the parabola r,r.ith zeros -3 and -1 and passing through the point
A(-2,2\7

The y-intercept is equal to -6.

\Mhat is the equation of the axis of symmetry of a parabola with zeros -3 and 4?
1*-z

ffi* The table of values on the right gives the coordinates of different points on a
parabola. What is the equation of this parabola?

Axis of symmetry: x = 2; The zeros are -7 and 5.

v = -k + 1)(x - 5); y = -* + 4x + 5

SS* Determine the range of the quadratic function/with zeros 3 and 5 which verifies fl\: -A.
f(x) = -2* + 16x - 3O; V(4, 2); ran f = l-,o, 2l

€ S* whatis
[-1, 3] ?

the rule of the function f that has a range of ]-*, 4] and is positive over the interr.,al
f(x)=-*+2x+3
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$!s ffiRK- The value of a share, in dollats, x weeks after its purchase is given by the rule
y: -0.1x2 + x + 4.5. Do you make a profit or a loss if ihe share is sold trvo iveeks after
reaching its maximum value?

value st purchcse: $a.so; v(5, 7); f(7) = $6.60. A profit of $2.1o per share is msde.

Sffi- The position f(t), in metres, of a diver relative to the surface is clescribed by the rule
f(t\ :0.51 - 6l + i0 r,rrhere t represents elapsed time, in seconds. How long rvai the diver
under water?
f(t) < O.;+ 2 < t < -lO. The diuer wos under wqter during I seconds.

€ €" The trajectory of a stone thrown from a seaside cliff is a partial parabola. The position flr), in
metres, of the stone relative to sea level is given bV fltl : *i2 + 8r + 2t) rvhere f represents
elapsed time in seconds since it was thrown. How many seconds after reaching its maximum
height will the stone hit the water?
After 6 seconds.

SS '-1R S" The manager of a movie theatre has calculated the follovving resuits. When the cost of
admission is set at $ 10, he observes on average 100 spectators per shor,t ing and for each $0.50
rebate on the admission price, he notices an a\rerage of 10 more spectators.

*] Find the rule which gives the total revenue per shor,ving as a function of the number x of
$0.50 rebates.

Rt:I !t"!::::ly: ?9! "!:-i"g.
R(x) = (1O - O.5x)(LOO + lox); R(x) = -5f + SOx + TOOO

*3 1. At what amount should the manager set the cost of admission in order to maximize
the revenue per shor,r'ing?

mumwhenx=5.Thepriceofadmissionshouldbeset
at $7.5O.

2. What is the totai maximum revenue per showing?

S S- A stone is thrown upward from a height of 4 m. After
3 s, it reaches its maximum height and after 8 s, it hits the
ground. Its trajectory is parabolic.

1. What is the maximum height reached b)'th" stoneT

6-25 m

2. Determine the elapsed time from the moment the
stone was at a height. of 7.25 m during its descent to
the moment it hit the gror.rnd.

7 second

$7725
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